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Power / data  convenience hubs can be configured to include any combination of:  
 

 15A, 120VAC power outlets 
 USB 2A fast charging ports 
 USB data passthrough ports 
 Cat5 or Cat 6 network jacks 

 RJ11 phone jacks 
 HDMI or DVI video connections   
 3.5mm speaker jacks 

 

We offer a wide variety of convenience 
hubs, all custom configured to meet your 
specific connection requirements.    
 
Considerations include whether you prefer a 
flush mounted surface unit like the ‘NODE’ 
or a pop-up style unit like the ‘NACRE’.  
Then determine how many outlets are re-
quired and what type of connections are 
needed.    
 
Once placement on the worksurface is con-
firmed, Adaptaspace will router the mount-
ing hole with a CNC precision fit.    

All power/data hubs are UL Listed and come with 72” or 120” cables, easily allowing 
connection to the equipment mounted within the console    

Power and data connectivity 
within easy reach of  
the operator    
 

ADAPTASPACE POWER/
DATA CONVENIENCE 
HUBS ARE CUSTOM 

CONFIGURED TO MEET 
YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS  

 

From simple device     

charging to complete  

network quick connections  
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NACRE - ASI-PD4P-STD 

The ‘Nacre’ is our most popular power / data center solution.  It 
comes in a 4-port or 2-port configuration and has a high gloss 
plastic finish and comes in white or black.  Nacre comes standard 
with two 15A power outlets and two open ports that can be      
configured with a dynamic range of power, data and USB options.  
It offers in-surface orientation for clean aesthetics and is available 

MHO - ASI-PD4P-PR 

The ‘MHO’ is our most flexible power / data center solution, as it 
can be provided with up to 8-ports housing any combination of 
power, data, USB, audio or video connections.   It comes in an     
anodized aluminum finish with multiple color options.  Like the  
Nacre, it is flush mounted in-surface for clean aesthetics and is 
available with spill-proof simplexes outlets.    

PD4P-PR 

ECLIPSE - ASI-PD3P 

The ‘Eclipse’ is a unique, flush mounted 3-port power center that 
has a flip over cover to hide the outlets when not in use.  It comes 
with three 15A power outlets or two 15A power outlets and one 2A 
dual USB charging port.   Eclipse comes in a high gloss plastic   
finish with multiple color options.      

PD3P 

PD4P-STD 
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NODE - ASI-PD2P-PR 

The ‘Node’ is a popular 2-port power / data center solution.  It 
comes in a durable die-cast plated or powder coated finish with 
multiple color options and even a leather .  All Node’s come   
standard with one 15A power outlet and can have the second port 
configured to be any combination of power, data, USB, audio or 
video connections.   PD2P-PR 

SALT / PEPPER - ASI-P1P-S or P 

The ‘Salt’ or ‘Pepper’ charging hubs provide a simple single outlet 
flush mounted on the work surface.   Salt comes with a single 15A 
power outlet, while Pepper comes with a dual USB 2A charging 
port.  Both Salt and Pepper come in a high gloss plastic finish with 
multiple color options and feature spill proof outlets.       

P1P-S or P 

BASIC - ASI-P2P 

The ‘Basic’ is our most economical charging hub that provided   
either a 10A power outlet and a single USB 2A charging port or a 
dual 2A charging port.   The hub also acts like a grommet and   
allows cables to pass through the work surface.  Basic is UL Listed 
and comes with a 5’ cord and plug. 

P2P 
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CONFIGURATION 
OPTIONS 

NETWORK DATA CONNECTIONS 

RJ45 CAT6E RJ45 CAT5E RJ11 Phone 

SAMPLE CONFIGURATOR 

* Open Data Ports Support Any Combination of Power or Data  

AUDIO AND VIDEO USB PASSIVE CONNECTION 

USB-A USB-C 3.5mm Stereo VGA / DVI HDMI 

15A Power 2A USB-A 2A USB-C 

POWER AND USB CHARGING 
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